We study a generalization of the Frobenius problem: given k positive relatively prime integers, what is the largest integer g 0 that cannot be represented as a nonnegative integral linear combination of the given integers? More generally, what is the largest integer g s that has exactly s such representations? We construct a family of integers, based on a recent paper by Tripathi, whose generalized Frobenius numbers g 0 ; g 1 ; g 2 ; : : : exhibit unnatural jumps; namely, g 0 ; g 1 ; g k ; g . kC1 k 1 / ; g . kC2 k 1 / ; : : : form an arithmetic progression, and any integer larger than g . kCj k 1 / has at least kCj C1 k 1
Introduction
Given positive relatively prime integers a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k , i.e., gcd.a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / D 1;
we call x 2 Z 0 representable if
for some m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m k 2 Z 0 . The linear Diophantine problem of Frobenius asks for the largest integer g D g.a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / (the Frobenius number) that is not representable; this is arguably one of the most famous problems in combinatorial number theory. Its study was initiated in the 19th century, and it has been known at least since 1884 that g.a 1 ; a 2 / D a 1 a 2 a 1 a 2 :
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(Sylvester's paper [9] gives a clear indication that he knew (2) .) One fact that makes the Frobenius problem attractive is that it can be easily described, for example, in terms of coins of denominations a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k ; the Frobenius number is the largest amount of money that cannot be formed using these coins. For details about the Frobenius problem, including numerous applications, see [5] . Recent work on the Frobenius problem includes what some authors call the s-Frobenius number g s D g s .a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k /: the largest integer that has exactly s representations. (To say that x has s representations means that (1) has s solutions .m 1 ; m 2 ; : : : ; m k / 2 Z k 0 .) Note that g D g 0 . For example, Beck and Robins [1] showed that g s .a 1 ; a 2 / D .s C 1/a 1 a 2 a 1 a 2 ;
which generalizes formula (2) . Inspired by computational evidence in [3] , Shallit and Stankewicz [8] constructed an "extreme" family of 5-tuples, namely one for which g 0 g s is unbounded (for any s 1), as well as examples with g 0 > g 1 for k 6, contrary to the "natural" order g 0 < g 1 < g 2 < one might expect. The goal of this paper is to exhibit another "extreme" family of k-tuples, yet whose behavior differs from that described in [8] . The easiest way to state our main result is to introduce a variation of the s-Frobenius number, which might be of independent interest: we define g s D g s .a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / to be the largest integer that has at most s representations. Note that g 0 D g 0 D g and g s Ä g s . Our main result is as follows. Theorem 1. Let a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k be pairwise relatively prime positive integers, … WD a 1 a 2 a k ; A j WD … a j ; † WD A 1 C A 2 C C A k ; and let g s D g s .A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A k / and g s D g s .A 1 ; A 2 ; : : : ; A k /:
In words: the integer .k C t 1/… † has exactly kCt 2 k 1
representations, and every larger integer has at least kCt 1 k 1
representations.
This theorem extends (3), which is the case k D 2 (where we have A 1 D a 2 and A 2 D a 1 ). Theorem 1 also generalizes-and was motivated by-Tripathi's theorem [10] , which is the case t D 0:
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For this specific family of k-tuples, Theorem 1 gives
beyond which all integers have at least kC2 k 1 representations, etc.
We prove Theorem 1 in Section 2. Returning to the general case, in Section 3 we extend a well-known lemma on the Frobenius number due to Brauer and Shockley [2] , which has been successfully applied in numerous proofs dealing with certain instances of the Frobenius problem. Our generalization gives a lemma for g s ; we do not know if a similar lemma exists for g s . This might be an indication that g s (compared with g s ) is the more useful generalized Frobenius number.
Proof of Theorem 1
We claim that for t 1, all representations of .k C t 1/… † are of the form
where n 1 ; n 2 ; : : : ; n k are nonnegative integers that sum to t 1. This gives the desired number of kCt 2 k 1 representations, and we conclude Theorem 1 by proving that every integer larger than .k Ct 1/… † has at least kCt 1 k 1
representations. It will be handy to remember that the coefficient of A j in (5) satisfies .n j C 1/a j 1 Á 1 .mod a j /:
Proof of Theorem 1. We use induction on t . In the case t D 1, note that k … † is representable:
Any other representation x 1 A 1 C x 2 A 2 C C x k A k would necessarily contain an x j that is at least a j , and thus
would be representable, contradicting (4) . Now we prove that if n > k … †, then n has at least k representations. Since n > g 0 C …, there is a representation
To get a representation of n, we can add a j to x j for any j . Thus n has at least k representations. This finishes the base case. Now assume that t > 1 and .k C t 2/… † has exactly the kCt 3 k 1 representations realized by (5) with n 1 C n 2 C C n k D t 2.
To any of these representations, we can add … D a j A j , which gives a representation of .k C t 1/… † of the form (5) with n 1 C n 2 C C n k D t 1. This accounts for kCt 2 k 1 representations of .k C t 1/… †. On the other hand, any representation
of .k C t 1/… † that is not of this form will have an x j 6 Á 1 .mod a j /. So then x j D qa j C r for some integers q 0 and 0 Ä r Ä a j 2. If q > 0, then
is a representation of .kCt 2/… † that violates (6) and the induction hypothesis. If q D 0, then x j D r and so there must be an x i a i (otherwise (7) would be < k … †). But then
is a representation of .kCt 2/… † that violates (6) and the induction hypothesis. Thus no "new" representation of the form (7) can exist for .k C t 1/… †, and so there are exactly kCt 2 k 1 representations of .k C t 1/… †. Finally, we prove that if n > .k C t 1/… †, then n has at least kCt 1 k 1 representations. Since n > g 0 C t …, there is a representation
To get a representation of n, we can add a j to x j for any j , a total of t times. Thus n has at least kCt 1 k 1 representations.
A Brauer-Shockley Lemma for g s
Experts on the Frobenius problem will recognize the s D 0 case of the following lemma from many papers on the Frobenius problem, starting with [2] . Lemma 2. Let a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k be positive integers with gcd.a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / D 1, and let n j;s denote the least nonnegative integer congruent to j .mod a 1 / that has more than s representations. Then g s .a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / D max 0Äj Äa 1 1 n j;s a 1 :
We included this result here because the s D 0 case proved useful in many special instances of the Frobenius problem, and because we believe it gives credence to the definition of g s , in that we are unable to prove a version of Lemma 2 for g s . It is an interesting open problem to study in what instances g s < g s .
Proof. The number max 0Äj Äa 1 1 n j;s a 1 has at most s representations, since each n j;s a 1 has by definition at most s representations.
Now let x > max 0Äj Äa 1 1 n j;s a 1 and, say, x Á m .mod a 1 /. Then we have x Á n m;s .mod a 1 / and thus x n m;s . So x has more than s representations by definition.
In the literature on the Frobenius problem, the number n.a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / of nonrepresentable integers plays a role almost as famous as that of g.a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k /. In analogy with our definition of g s , we denote by n s .a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k / the number of nonnegative integers that have at most s representations. The s D 0 case of the following result is due to Selmer [7, p. 3] . We leave the proof, which is similar to that of Lemma 2, to the reader. This lemma does have a counterpart for g s (cf. [3] ).
Proof. As in Lemma 2, let n j;s denote the least nonnegative integer congruent to j .mod a 1 / that has more than s representations in terms of a 1 ; a 2 ; : : : ; a k , and similarly let n 0 j;s denote the least nonnegative integer congruent to j .mod a 1 / that has more than s representations in terms of a 1 ; a 0 2 ; a 0 3 ; : : : ; a 0 k . It is a fun exercise to check that 
